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Plasma physics at the Event Horizon of a supermassive black hole
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are the most luminous sources of electromagnetic radiation in the Universe
We observe radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum from accreting
supermassive black holes and (sometimes) their jets in the centers of galaxies

High-energy flares?

• How is a broad radiation spectrum up to extreme energies powered?
AGN show rapid flares of non-thermal radiation from their central
engine or their jets, often as bright as the jet or disk
• Where do flares form around AGN and what powers them?
• What can flares teach us about accreting AGN?

[Janssen et al (incl. Ripperda), Nature Astronomy, 2021]

Credit: NASA Goddard

The regime of “relativistic plasmas”

Tokamak

Black hole magnetosphere

Typical relativistic plasma conditions:
• Collisionless:
𝜆!"# ≫ 𝑟$%$&'!
• Magnetized:
𝜎 ≥ 1 𝑣( = 𝑐 𝜎/(𝜎 + 1 ) ∼ 𝑐
𝛾≫1
• Scale separation: typical particle motion 𝑟) ≪ 𝑟$%$&'!
Large reservoir of magnetic energy and collisionless nature are
ideal to accelerate plasma and power high-energy radiation
How does magnetize plasma demagnetize and dissipate?
• Strong gravity: Need general relativity
• Magnetized and high-energy: Need special relativity
• Collisionless pair plasma and ions: Need kinetic theory
• High energy emission: Need radiation and QED physics
• Large scale separation: Need extreme resolutions

Earth’s magnetosphere

Neutron star magnetosphere

Credit: MAST/NASA/Goddard/CI Lab/JPL

Which mechanisms can accelerate plasma to power high-energy radiation?

Often invoked flaring mechanism (based on solar flares):
magnetic reconnection
Large magnetic field reservoir accelerates particles by
transforming magnetic energy into kinetic energy and heat

Credit: NASA Goddard
Plasmoids!

Well understood from first principles kinetic physics
in local box simulations

[Yan et al, Nature, 2022]: Fast plasmoid-mediated reconnection in a solar flare

Reconnection in magnetized collisionless plasma
(1) Tiny plasmoids form
as thin sheet tears

(3) Monster plasmoids filled with nonthermal radiating pair plasma

(2) Plasmoids grow by merging

[Sironi et al, ApJL, 2014]

Inflowing plasma 𝐯 = 𝑬×𝑩/𝐵 *
𝜎 ≫ 1 reconnecting B field
Accelerating electric field 𝑬 = 0.1 𝑩
𝜎 ≫ 1 reconnecting B field

Kinetic (particle-in-cell) simulation: [Werner et al, MNRASL, 2019]

Inflowing plasma 𝐯 = 𝑬×𝑩/𝐵 *

[EHT (incl. B. Ripperda), Fermi-LAT, HESS, MAGIC, VERITAS, EAVN, ApJL, 2021]

Flares from M87*
Bright TeV flares observed from in
2005, 2008, 2010, 2018 and 2021
2008 and 2010: Concurrent X-ray
and radio flux from nucleus à
Emission from near horizon?
[Abramowski et al, ApJ, 2012]

Variability time ∼ 1 − 2 days à
Emission region ∼ 𝑂(𝑟8 )
Does reconnection happen close to
black hole horizons?

[EHT (incl. Ripperda), ApJL, 2021]

Extreme separation of scales
Hard to resolve plasma scales in global
kinetic simulation
So far, no global kinetic simulations of black
hole accretion disks

𝐵
Global and plasma scales interact nonlinearly through
instabilities, turbulence, dynamo, reconnection, …
Magnetohydrodynamics is scale-free and captures global dynamics
of accretion and jet launching [Porth et al (incl. Ripperda), ApJS, 2019]

𝑟! ∼ 10"## 𝑟$(&'()*+$&',-.)

Magnetic reconnection in resistive MHD
• Reconnection through resistivity as proxy for subgrid physics [Ripperda et al, MNRAS, 2019]
• For small resistivity (large magnetic Reynolds number): fast magnetic reconnection, 10x slower than collisionless
• With adaptive mesh refinement we can capture small resistivity and resolve the dissipation

[Selvi, Porth,
Ripperda, et al,
in prep.]

What do we know about magnetic field around black holes

Theoretical picture [Blandford, Znajek, MNRAS, 1977]
Infalling magnetic field co-rotates with black hole to produce
outward Poynting flux à jet
GRMHD simulations of infalling weakly magnetized gas
reproduces magnetic field dynamics of the BZ picture
[Tchekhovskoy, A&SS, 2015]

Plasma properties for M87
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“Microscopic”
𝐵
𝑟! ∼ 1 km
Credit: NASA Hubble

à Jet power: magnetic field at horizon ∼ 100 𝐺
à Mean free path > 10!𝑟" (Schwarzschild radii)
à Collisionless plasma
à Non-thermal effects important

“Macroscopic”
𝑟" ∼ 10# km

à GRMHD treats plasma as collisional fluid
à electron temperature unknown
à Main uncertainty in interpreting radiation
à Can we detect reconnection as flaring mechanism?
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[EHT collaboration (incl. Ripperda), ApJL, 2019]

GRMHD and Polarization images tell us M87*’s magnetic field structure
[EHT (incl. Ripperda), ApJL, 2021]

“Weak and turbulent” or “strong and coherent”?

[Tchekhovskoy et al, MNRASL, 2011]
[Narayan et al, PASJ, 2003]

Magnetically arrested disk
[Ripperda et al, ApJ, 2020]

New physics at extreme resolution: reconnection!

How does reconnection occur close to the black hole horizon?
Idea: Accretion cycle of magnetically arrested state starts with infalling cold weakly magnetized gas

Credit: Ashley Bransgrove

Reconnection is an essential part of the accretion duty cycle!
Idea: Episodically flux builds up to maximum 𝑝+,$ ∼ 𝐵 * /8𝜋, then magnetic reconnection expels magnetic field to power flare
[Ripperda et al, ApJ, 2020; Bransgrove, Ripperda, Philippov, PRL, 2021]

Magnetic energy in jet’s pair plasma transformed to kinetic energy à 𝛾 ∼ 𝜎-'&

[Ripperda et al, MNRAS, 2019]
Horizontal field transformed into vertical field

Credit: Ashley Bransgrove

Black hole accretion in 2D high-resolution GRMHD
small 𝛽<= = 𝐵>/2𝑝 à B goes through zero à reconnection layer
We capture reconnection layers at the horizon of 𝐿 ∼ few 𝑟!
Reconnection heats and expels hot blobs of plasma into jet and disk

[Ripperda et al, ApJ, 2020]

Adaptive mesh refinement
à 6 levels of adaptive mesh refinement
à Effective Resolution of 12288×6144 :
à Reconnection layers captured by > 10 cells/width
à Convergence of dissipation

[Ripperda et al, ApJ, 2020]

We need 3D dynamics to capture flare timescales
[Ripperda et al, ApJ, 2020]

Flaring state
Quiescence

Sgr A* observations: minute to hour-long flares occur every 6-24 hours
2D simulations:
Flares last 30-60 minutes
Time in between flares: 1-2 hours
à Too short due to 2D axisymmetry?

Flare 1
Flare 2

We need high-resolution 3D to
capture the flare fully!

Largest 3D GRMHD simulation ever zooms into Event Horizon
à Magnetic flux and
mass accretion at
horizon drop

jet

à Reconnectionpowered flare!
à Flare lasts for same
period as in 2D
à Accretion phase
lasts longer in 3D

Accretion disk

à In 3D the accretionflare duty cycle is
consistent with
observations!!
[Ripperda et al, ApJL, 2022]

∼ 100 𝑟+ /𝑐 ∼ 2000 𝑟+ /𝑐

Largest 3D GRMHD simulation ever zooms into Event Horizon
Take-away from 3D GRMHD:
•
•
•

Transient non-axisymmetric macroscopic reconnection layer and ejected disk in accretion duty cycles
Jet’s reconnected magnetic energy can power a very high energy flare
Reconnection is essential in accretion duty cycle to redistribute magnetic flux!

∼ 10 𝑟! reconnection layer with plasmoids

•
•
•

Resolving fast reconnection requires ≥ 5000×2500×2500 cells
> 10×10×10 larger than our EHT simulations à 2.1 × 10. GPU hours on 6000 GPU’s
Only possible with GPU-accelerated H-AMR code! [Liska et al, arXiv:1912.10192]

• Details of flare depend on collisionless kinetic plasma dynamics:
• particle acceleration, radiation, QED effects: Compton scattering, pair creation/annihilation

[Ripperda et al, ApJL, 2022]

[Ripperda, et al, ApJL, 2022]

Zero-guide-field reconnection
Intriguing similarity to 2D [Ripperda,
et al, ApJ, 2020]

Can we see reconnection in the shadow image?

Accretion disk is temporarily ejected during flare
Reconnection layer too hot to radiate (much) in radio band

[Jia, Ripperda, Quataert, et al, in prep.]

Radio lightcurve from ALMA

[EHT (incl. Ripperda), ApJL, 2022]; [Wielgus et al (incl. Ripperda), ApJL, 2022]

[GRAVITY collaboration, A&A, 2018]

Orbiting flares from Sgr A*
Accretion disk of Sgr A*
GRAVITY observed orbiting hot spot
ànon-thermal (near-)IR
Idea:
à Reconnection forms plasmoids
with radiating electrons
à Electron gyroradius ∼ 10"## 𝑟$
à Emission region (hot spot) ∼ 1𝑟$

[Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech ]
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Next frontier: Can we model the orbiting hot spot as observed by Gravity?
[Zhdankin, Ripperda et al, in prep.]

[GRAVITY, A&A, 2018]:
Polarization indicates
strong vertical field
Plasmoid does not
have vertical field
Flux tube with vertical
field from reconnection
exhaust!

Idea: Reconnection accelerates the jet’s highly magnetized pair plasma à expelling hot spot
with vertical field that confines non-thermal radiating electrons à PIC simulations are necessary!

Collisionless reconnection at the horizon – GRPIC
• Flux decay exactly matches flux eruptions in magnetically arrested disks! à reconnection!
• Collisionless process of flux decay at horizon faster à similar mechanism, shorter timescales
• 3D GRMHD with adaptive mesh refinement on reconnection layers shows similar dynamics

6144×3072 cells: 6 mesh refinement levels

GR-PIC:
Resistive
2880×2160
GRMHD cells

Reconnecting
X-points

Plasmoids

Bransgrove,
3D Resistive GRMHD
[Bransgrove, Ripperda, Philippov, PRL, 2021]
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[Galishnikova, Philippov, Quataert, Ripperda, et al, in prep.]
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[Hakobyan, Ripperda, et al, in prep.]
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First collisionless accretion in GRPIC
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Next frontiers: radiation, QED, and kinetic physics of accretion
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